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Frontier Group provides information and ideas to help citizens build a cleaner, healthier, fairer and more democratic America. We address issues that will define our nation's course in the 21st century -from fracking to solar energy, global warming to transportation, clean water to clean elections. Our experts and writers deliver timely research and analysis that is accessible to the public, applying insights gleaned from a variety of disciplines to arrive at new ideas for solving pressing problems. For more information about Frontier Group, please visit www.frontiergroup.org. T he men and women who serve in America's military are also active consumers in America's financial marketplace, where tricks and traps can cause harm to their finances and their lives. An analysis of more than 44,000 complaints submitted by active duty servicemembers and military veterans to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and contained in its Consumer Complaint Database finds that mistreatment of servicemembers by financial companies is widespread. The stories told in these complaints reinforce the importance of the CFPB's work to hold financial companies accountable for wrongdoing, to secure restitution for mistreated consumers, and to help servicemembers and veterans avoid mistreatment in the financial marketplace.
The CFPB provides an invaluable service to America's men and women in uniform. Attempts to weaken or eliminate the CFPB could put those who protect our country in harm's way, both while serving abroad and here at home, and even threaten national security. The Pentagon has found that financial abuses and credit reporting mistakes can cause service members to lose security clearances, resulting in lower unit preparedness.
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Servicemembers and veterans face unique challenges and threats in the financial marketplace.
• Active-duty members of the military are often young, relocate frequently, and are frequently deployed overseas, making them unusually vulnerable to certain types of mistreatment in the financial marketplace. Servicemembers are also concentrated on military bases that can make easy and profitable targets for predatory financial companies.
• Veterans may be targeted by predatory financial actors for their guaranteed income, because of loopholes in federal law, or based on physical or mental disabilities suffered while in service to the nation. Veterans may also be vulnerable to exploitation by companies representing themselves as friends of the military.
The CFPB is a critical ally for servicemembers and veterans.
• The CFPB's establishing legislation required the creation of an Office of Servicemember Affairs to focus on protecting members of the military and their families.
• The CFPB has taken at least a dozen enforcement actions with specific benefits to servicemembers. In 2016, for example, the CFPB found that Navy Federal Credit Union had used illegal debt collection tactics, in some cases threatening to contact servicemembers' commanding officers with information about their debt. As a result, the CFPB ordered Navy FCU to pay $23 million in redress to customers who had been wronged, along with a $5.5 million civil penalty. The CFPB has also taken action against for-profit colleges that used predatory tactics to recruit veterans.
• The CFPB has also advocated to strengthen consumer protections for servicemembers, including by successfully advocating to close loopholes in the Military Lending Act, which caps interest rates on loans to servicemembers.
• The CFPB provides valuable resources through its Office of Servicemember Affairs, including answers to servicemembers' consumer questions.
Debt collection is the leading source of complaints by servicemembers and veterans to the CFPB.
• Through April 2017, 14,123 debt collection complaints accounted for 32 percent of all servicemember complaints, making it the leading category of servicemember and veteran complaints in the Consumer Complaint Database.
• Some complaints document a militaryspecific problem with debt collection: contact with commanding officers about the debt, which can undermine a servicemember's military career.
• were previously the subject of enforcement actions by the CFPB. The CFPB found that the companies purchased debt that was "potentially inaccurate, lacking documentation, or unenforceable," and then "collected payments by pressuring consumers with false statements and churning out lawsuits using robo-signed court documents."
Complaints about mortgages, credit reporting, and bank accounts are the next leading complaint categories.
• Many mortgage complaints concern veterans contacted to refinance their Veterans Affairs (VA) mortgages. A CFPB analysis from November 2016 analyzed complaints related to refinancing VA loans, and found that " [v] eterans report aggressive solicitations, misleading advertisements, and failed promises by lenders," which can result in veterans refinancing their mortgages when it is not in their financial self-interest.
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• Another leading source of complaint is the category of "consumer loans," which includes vehicle loans, pawn loans and installment loans. Vehicle-related loans account for a majority of all consumer loan complaints, when including complaints concerning vehicles leases and title loans.
• More than 11,000 servicemember complaints are published with a narrative description -the story behind the complaint, in the consumer's own words. The phrase "credit report" appears in 27 percent of servicemember complaint narratives.
Many servicemember and veteran complaints are submitted from areas near major military sites.
• An analysis of 3-digit zip code areas finds that the areas with the most complaints tend to be located near major military sites. (The CFPB does not publish full 5-digit zip codes for all complaints.)
• For example, 3-digit zip code 207, which contains the second-most servicemember complaints, is nearby a large number of military sites, including Fort Meade, Andrews Air Force Base, and the U.S. Naval Academy.
• The states with the most servicemember complaints per capita are Virginia, Maryland, Nevada, Georgia and Delaware.
• The District of Columbia has more servicemember complaints per capita than any state. The area surrounding the District of Columbia, with dozens of military sites and a large military population, is the main source of servicemember complaints for Virginia and Maryland.
• In Nevada, the state with the third-highest rate of servicemember complaints per capita, most of the complaints are from the Las Vegas area, home to Nellis Air Force Base, one of the nation's largest and busiest Air Force sites.
Complaint narratives reveal servicemember stories of mistreatment by CFPB-penalized companies.
• Among companies penalized by the CFPB for servicemember-related wrongdoing, Wells Fargo, JPMorgan Chase, Navient Solutions and Navy Federal Credit Union have received the most servicemember complaints.
• Navy FCU was penalized by the CFPB for making debt collection threats to its members, including active duty servicemembers. One consumer narrative alleges that Navy FCU threatened collection tactics that could damage their military career. "Prior to me closing my accounts out of pure frustration with them, I received several letters threatening to contact commanding officers. This threat alone would have put me in a situation where I wouldn't have been able to lead the men and women below me and likely end my career."
Servicemember complaints have led to thousands of cases of relief. For most complaints it receives, the CFPB's Consumer Response division sends the complaint to the company in question for review and response.
• Through April 2017, 7,993 servicemembers had received monetary or non-monetary relief through the CF-PB's complaint process. (Non-monetary relief can include action like ending debt collection harassment.)
• Of complaints that led to monetary or non-monetary relief, 30 percent were related to debt collection. Of these, 2,277 were closed with non-monetary relief, and 195 were closed with monetary relief.
To protect the men and women of America's armed forces, policymakers must protect the CFPB. In addition to protecting the CFPB, state and federal policymakers should strengthen consumer protections, both specifically for servicemembers and veterans, and for all consumers. Debt collection harassment is of particular concern for servicemembers; policymakers should enact and ensure enforcement of stricter limits on debt collection agency contact with military commanders. Policymakers should also close the "90-10 loophole" that encourages forprofit colleges to recruit servicemembers and veterans using aggressive or deceptive tactics.
Introduction
T he men and women who serve in America's armed forces expect to face enormous challenges: the grueling physical tests of training and operations; the pain of time away from loved ones; and the risk of physical danger in deployment overseas.
They may not expect that service in the military would leave them vulnerable to scams in the financial marketplace. Outside major military bases, payday lenders, title loan companies, and pawn shops often line up like "bears on a trout stream" (as described by Christopher Peterson and Steve Graves' study of payday loans in military communities) -seeking to take advantage of servicemembers' youth, inexperience, and often tenuous financial situation.
4 Servicemembers deployed overseas are particularly vulnerable, as they must manage their financial life back home even as they and their thoughts are thousands of miles away. The challenges do not stop upon leaving the service. Many companies target veterans with aggressive or deceptive advertising to peddle bad deals.
Financial misdeeds can impose real harm. In 2010, a year before the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq, more than 20,000 members of the military lost their homes to foreclosure.
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Just as our armed services are devoted to protecting America's interests in the world, so too do servicemembers -and all American consumers -deserve an agency devoted to protecting their interests in the complex and often dangerous financial marketplace.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, or CFPB, which began operations in 2011, is the first federal agency devoted to protecting consumers in the financial marketplace. The CFPB is particularly devoted to the protection of members of the armed services -the CFPB's Office of Servicemember Affairs works full time to help members of the military, veterans and their families avoid bad deals, and find restitution when they are wronged.
Yet today, the CFPB's ability to protect America's servicemembers, and all consumers, is at risk. Wall Street firms are working to return to the days of before the 2008 financial crisis, when mistreatment of consumers went largely ignored by federal regulators.
The importance of the CFPB's work can perhaps best be understood through the stories of those who have been victimized by mistreatment in the financial marketplace. This report analyzes complaints submitted by servicemembers and veterans to the CFPB's Office of Consumer Response, and made available in its Consumer Complaint Database. The words of servicemembers and their families -and the actions taken by the CFPB to protect them -reveal that the CFPB provides an invaluable service to the men and women of the armed services; and that weakening the CFPB would needlessly put those who protect our country in harm's way, both while serving abroad and here at home. They need the same basic financial services as all Americans: bank accounts, mortgages, car loans and more. Those who serve or have served in the military also make up a sizable share of the population. There are 1.3 million active duty servicemembers in the U.S., 1.1 million members in the reserves, and another 18.8 million veterans.
6 In total, they make up more than 6 percent of the U.S. population.
Servicemembers and veterans face the same threats of unfair treatment in the financial marketplace as the rest of the general public: deceptive and dishonest practices, like the case in which Wells Fargo signed up millions of customers for costly accounts without their permission; debt collectors who use illegal tactics of harassment or pursue debts that consumers do not actually owe;
7 mortgage companies that advertise deceptive interest rates; and more.
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But servicemembers and veterans also face special challenges that necessitate additional protection, provided by an agency specially charged to look out for their interests.
The Demands of Military Service Make ActiveDuty Servicemembers Vulnerable to Scams
For active-duty servicemembers, their relative youth and the conditions of their service can increase their exposure to risky financial situations, and can make them tempting targets for predatory businesses.
The typical active-duty servicemember at the enlisted (non-officer) level is young, with a young family, making frequent moves (both for deployment and for "permanent change of station"). In addition, active-duty service-members must deal with the stress of military service, sometimes including combat. The majority of active-duty servicemembers are younger than 30, and 40 percent are younger than 25.
9 They are three times as likely to have children under the age of six as the general public.
10 The base salary for some junior ranked enlisted privates is less than $20,000 a year, below the federal poverty level for supporting a family of three.
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In one sign of limited resources for members of the military, one government study found that servicemembers "spent over $21 million in SNAP [Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, formerly known as Food Stamps] benefits at commissaries from September 2014 through August 2015."
12 The median Army-enlisted member relocates to a new base every 38 months.
13
Frequent moves are perhaps one reason why active-duty servicemembers make up just 0.7 percent of the U.S. population between 18 and 65, but make up 2 percent of home buyers.
14 Frequent moves, and the need to support and house families on a limited income, may also be one reason why servicemembers borrow and have debt at somewhat higher rates than the general public. Specifically, members of the military often use sometimes-risky "non-bank borrowing," like taking out payday loans and auto-title loans, or borrowing at pawn shops. In a 2012 survey, 35 percent of military servicemembers had used non-bank borrowing in the last five years, compared to 30 percent of the general public.
15 Military members are also more likely to have all kinds of debt than the general public, including credit card debt, mortgage debt and unpaid medical bills.
16
For these reasons, military bases can make tempting targets for predatory financial firms.
17 One study of payday loan stores in military communities "consistently found high concentrations of payday lending businesses in counties, zip codes, and neighborhoods in close proximity to military bases."
18
For example, in the four miles between Fort Rucker and downtown Enterprise, Alabama, there are more than a dozen such shops with names like "Easy Money," "Speedy Cash," and "Discount Title Loans."
19
The stress and limited availability of communications while deployed can exacerbate the risk of financial mistreatment when servicemembers are deployed overseas. With limited ability to communicate with companies or check online statements, unfair fees can accumulate unknowingly, and warnings about missed payments can go unnoticed. 
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Servicemembers can also be vulnerable to aggressive debt collection tactics. Negative information on credit reports can result in reduced military clearance levels, important for a military career.
21 Just as debt collectors sometimes threaten civilians to call up their employer, the CFPB has documented cases of collectors threatening to "report the unpaid debt to their commanding officer, have the servicemember busted in rank or even have their security clearance revoked if they don't pay up."
22 Because of the potential consequences, contact or the threat of contact with commanding officers places an immense amount of pressure on servicemembers to make the payment demanded of them, even if the debt is invalid.
Financial Wrongdoing against Servicemembers Reduces Military Readiness
Servicemembers who incur debt from shady financial products can have their security clearance revoked as a result, limiting their mission availability. Therefore, defending servicemembers from financial wrongdoing is important for reasons beyond protecting the personal welfare of those in uniform -it also has important implications for the military's ability to effectively defend the nation.
Federal guidelines for security clearance state that "[a]n individual who is financially overextended is at risk of having to engage in illegal acts to generate funds."
23
Failing to pay debts is also considered an offense under the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
24 The number of servicemembers whose security clearance was revoked as a result of financial considerations rose dramatically in the early 2000s.
25 Today, financial considerations, including delinquent debt, are the most common reason for the revocation of security clearance by the Department of Defense.
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For many servicemembers, holding a security clearance is necessary for doing their job, and approximately half of active duty servicemembers hold at least some level of security clearance.
27 When financial tricks and traps lead to revoked classified status, that reduces the availability of servicemembers for overseas deployment, combat and other types of service.
28
The Pentagon has repeatedly stressed the importance of servicemember financial health for military readiness.
29 As quoted in a 2006 article of Sea Power, former Admiral Mike Mullen stated that a "sailor's financial readiness directly impacts unit readiness and the navy's ability to accomplish its mission."
30 And Former Navy Master Chief Petty Officer Terry Scott has said "the number one reason our sailors are forced from one job to another is because they lose their security clearance . . . and the number one reason they lose their security clearance is because of financial difficulties." Once servicemembers finish their active duty role, they may continue to be targeted as veterans.
According to the Wounded Warrior Project, scammers target veterans for a few reasons: guaranteed government income, veterans' willingness to trust companies representing themselves as friends of the military, and, in some cases, physical and mental problems that veterans may have developed during their service.
32
Scammers know that veterans may receive a government pension, or be eligible for G.I. Bill money for education. For example, for-profit colleges have been known to target veterans for the financial benefits that the schools can reap from students paying with G.I. Bill funds or military tuition assistance. Veterans are targeted in part because of an inadvertent loophole in the federal requirement that for-profit colleges must obtain at least 10 percent of their revenue from sources other than the Department of Education (Title IV sources), the main source of federal student aid. Known as the "90-10 loophole," the revenue requirement does not classify military tuition assistance or G.I. Bill funds as federal funds on the 90 percent side, creating an incentive for forprofit schools to enroll veterans. As a result, as 22 state Attorneys General wrote to Congress, "for-profit schools are targeting military men and women and their families with high-pressure recruiting tactics to meet the 90/10 requirement."
33 As federal and state law enforcement investigations and lawsuits have documented, tactics have included faking Pentagon affiliation, falsehoods about academic accreditation (including graduates' eligibility to work in licensed occupations), 34 misleading servicemembers about whether their tuition would be fully covered by military benefits, and recruiting from vulnerable populations, including wounded warrior centers and veterans hospitals.
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As Holly Petraeus, former director of the CFPB's Office of Servicemember Affairs, wrote in a New York Times opinion piece, for-profit programs may "hinder, rather than help, the careers and financial prospects of their graduates."
36
Companies looking to scam a veteran may use the veteran's military background against them, preying on their "goodwill and patriotism… to lure the victim into a fraudulent arrangement," according to the Wounded Warrior Project. 37 Many companies have been caught falsely implying military affiliation, using U.S. policymakers have also long recognized the need to provide additional protection for members of the military, both to protect them as consumers and because financial mistreatment of servicemembers can be detrimental to the function of the military. As a result, a number of protections exist explicitly for military servicemembers and veterans -today, these are primarily contained in the Military Lending Act and the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act. These laws as they apply to consumer financial protection are enforced by the CFPB.
The Military Lending Act (MLA). The MLA was enacted in 2006, and extended by regulation to cover additional loan products in 2015. Active-duty servicemembers and their dependents receive a number of protections under the MLA, including:
• A 36 percent interest rate cap on most consumer loans, including payday loans, most installment loans and overdraft lines of credit. 40 This interest rate calculation also includes fees like credit insurance premiums and finance charges. 41 The types of loans covered by the MLA were broadened in part as a result of CFPB advocacy.
42
• Protection from contracts that waive rights under consumer protection laws, including contracts with mandatory arbitration clauses. Mandatory arbitration clauses prevent conflicts from going to court, forcing consumers into an arbitration hearing where the odds can be stacked against them. Such clauses also often prevent the consumer from bringing a class action lawsuit.
• No mandatory allotments. The MLA prohibits creditors from requiring an allotment (money automatically deducted from a paycheck to pay back a loan) as a condition of getting a loan.
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA).
The SCRA was enacted in 2003, replacing the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940. 43 The SCRA provides a number of protections for servicemembers, including:
• A 6 percent interest rate cap on debt incurred before the servicemember entered active duty, under circumstances in which his or her ability to pay has been affected by military service. After receiving a properly made request for a 6 percent cap, creditors must forgive any interest owed above that amount, including retroactively through the beginning of service. 44 Servicemembers who have had a credit report adversely impacted by an interest rate over 6 percent after invoking the SCRA can seek relief under a separate law, the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 45 • Certain protections against foreclosure and eviction while serving. Without a court order, a landlord cannot evict an active-duty servicemember (or his or her dependents) as long as the rent falls below an inflation adjusted rent ceiling. In 2017 the amount is $3,585.
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• Protection from default judgements in civil court when a servicemember is unable to appear in court as a result of military service. 47 Courts also must stay proceedings in civil cases when the servicemember cannot participate due to military service.
• The ability to terminate some types of lease agreements, including automotive and residential, without penalty under certain conditions.
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This protects servicemembers from, for example, entering into an automobile lease and then being called for duty outside of the country.
Other military financial protections:
• Protection from identity theft under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). Under FCRA, if an active-duty servicemember notifies one of the three major credit reporting companies (Equifax, Experian or TransUnion) that he or she is going on active duty, the company must place an "Active Duty Alert" on the servicemembers' credit report, and notify the other two companies to do the same. 49 This alert creates additional protections against identity theft, and requires providing notice to the servicemember if a new line of credit is opened in his or her name.
• Protection from contact of commanding officers under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA). Although the FDCPA does not explicitly mention servicemembers, its basic protections limiting contact with employers during debt collection apply to members of the military. Under the FDCPA, debt collectors may not tell a servicemember's supervisor or commander (or any other third party) that he or she owes a debt, and may only ask for their home address, phone number and place of employment.
the name and logo of government entities like the Pentagon, as well as specific branches of the Armed Forces, and the Department of Veterans Affairs. These false affiliations may accompany other deceptive information about the company's products. In one example documented by the CFPB, a company "sent out mailings to over 100,000 consumers across the country. These ads used the name, seal, and logos of the VA, giving the impression that the VA had sent the ad or endorsed the product. Also, the ads misrepresented the price of the advertised mortgages, including whether the interest rate was fixed or variable. Sometimes, important disclosures about loan rates were hidden on the back of the ads or buried in fine print."
38
Scammers will also take advantage of physical and mental disabilities that veterans may have suffered while in the armed services. According to the Wounded Warriors Project, "[w]ounded veterans may be at an increased risk for becoming victims to scammers, who may use their combatrelated injuries, including post-traumatic stress, to manipulate them into disclosing sensitive or personal information."
39 The same conditions that leave some veterans vulnerable to crimes like identity theft may also make them vulnerable to aggressive or deceptive sales tactics for legitimate financial products.
The CFPB Protects Servicemembers from Unfair Practices in the Financial Marketplace S ince its creation in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the CFPB has delivered on its stated mission to "protect consumers from unfair, deceptive, or abusive practices and take action against companies that break the law."
51 Since it began operations in 2011, the CFPB has:
• Secured nearly $12 billion in relief for more than 29 million consumers. 52 The CFPB's successes include securing $480 million for students wronged by a forprofit chain of colleges.
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• Provided financial education materials and other resources to help consumers avoid tricks and traps in the financial marketplace, with a focus on servicemembers, older Americans and students.
• Taken enforcement actions against companies that mistreat their customers. In September 2016, the CFPB fined Wells Fargo $100 million for secretly setting up more than 2 million fake consumer accounts.
54
• Created new rules to protect consumers, including a rule to simplify mortgage disclosures, replacing four complicated disclosure forms with two easy-to-read ones. 55 A rule from October 2016 covered the previously largely unregulated prepaid card space.
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The CFPB, with the help of its Office of Servicemember Affairs, has also taken specific actions to protect servicemembers and veterans. The CFPB has taken at least a dozen enforcement actions with specific benefits to servicemembers. These actions include:
• In July 2014, the CFPB and 13 state attorneys general secured $92 million in debt relief from Colfax Capital Corporation and Culver Capital, LLC., for 17,000 servicemembers and other consumers after the companies used deceptive advertising to lure customers into taking out loans for household goods.
• In July 2015, the CFPB took an action against Security National Automotive Acceptance Company (SNAAC), an Ohio auto lender specializing in loans to servicemembers, for "threatening to contact servicemembers' commanding officers regarding unpaid debt; disclosing servicemembers' debts to commanding officers; and characterizing delinquencies as military violations that would subject the servicemembers to discipline." 57 The lender was forced "to refund or credit $2.28 million to servicemembers and other consumers who were allegedly harmed and to pay a penalty of $1 million."
58 In April 2017, the CFPB forced the company to pay an additional $1.25 million for its failure to comply with the original consent order; specifically, SNAAC had attempted to provide redress to its wronged customers by issuing worthless credits instead of making actual payments.
59
• In October 2016, the CFPB took action against Navy Federal Credit Union (Navy FCU), a federal credit union based in Virginia. The CFPB found that NFCU had deceived its customers, in some cases by threatening to illegally contact servicemembers' commanding officers with information about their debt. As a result, the CFPB ordered to Navy FCU to pay $23 million in redress to customers that had been wronged, along with a $5.5 million civil penalty.
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• The CFPB has taken action against two for-profit colleges -ITT Technical Institute and Corinthian Colleges -both of which had been linked to predatory treatment of servicemembers and veterans. 61 The CFPB filed a lawsuit against ITT alleging that the school "exploited its students and pushed them into highcost private student loans that were very likely to end in default."
62 After a similar action against Corinthian Colleges, the CFPB worked with the U.S. Department of Education to provide more than $480 million in debt relief for harmed students. 97 Corinthian Colleges had previously been found to have illegally used the official seals of the United States Navy, Army, Air Force and Coast Guard in its advertising to recently discharged military servicemembers.
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The CFPB has also advocated to strengthen consumer protections for servicemembers. In 2015, the CFPB successfully advocated to close loopholes in the Military Lending Act, which caps interest rates on loans to servicemembers. 64 And in 2012, the CFPB published research on the difficulty servicemembers face accessing military student loan benefits, and launched a partnership with the Pentagon to create more awareness of the options available to servicemember student loan borrowers.
The CFPB's Office of Servicemember Affairs Offers Tools and Resources to Servicemembers and Veterans
The CFPB's establishing legislation required the creation of an Office of Servicemember Affairs (OSA) to focus on protecting members of the military. 66 OSA works with servicemembers, veterans and their families in a variety of ways: by monitoring consumer complaints and offering military expertise in finding resolutions to those complaints; by working with partners at the federal, state and local levels to address the financial concerns of military families; and by providing a variety of tools and resources for servicemembers through the website www.consumerfinance.gov/ servicemembers/.
Tools available through OSA's website include:
• Consumer complaint submission. The CFPB forwards submitted complaints to the company in question, and helps consumers get a response and relief where appropriate.
• A list of commonly asked servicemember questions like, "What are my rights under the Military Lending Act?" and, "Can a debt collector garnish my federal benefits?"
• Research on financial topics affecting servicemembers, including student loan servicing and VA loans.
• Advice for safeguarding veterans' benefits, along with access to the CFPB's financial coaching initiative, which provides financial guidance to recentlytransitioned veterans.
• Virtual trainings for servicemembers and financial educators, which cover topics like dealing with debt collection, using military student loan tools, and building good credit. 67 These complaints account for about 6 percent of all complaints in the database. An analysis of these complaints finds that mistreatment of servicemembers by financial companies is widespread -and that servicemembers repeatedly turn to the CFPB for assistance when they feel unfairly treated by financial companies.
Servicemember Complaints
Complaints filed under servicemember tag include complaints from active-duty, Reserve and National Guard military members, veterans, and their dependents.
68 Throughout this section, the term "servicemember" will refer to this broader group, unless otherwise noted.
More than 11,000 servicemember complaints are published with a narrative description -the story behind the complaint, in the consumer's own words. These account for nearly half of all servicemember complaints that have been submitted since the CFPB began accepting narratives for publication in March 2015. Key words or phrases that appear frequently in narratives include "credit report" (27 percent of narratives) and "mortgage" (16 percent).
Debt Collection Is the Leading Source of Servicemember Complaints
Complaints submitted to the CFPB are categorized into 11 product categories: bank account or service, consumer loan, credit card, credit reporting, money transfers, mortgage, other financial service, payday loan, prepaid card, and student loan.
Through April 2017, debt collection was the leading product category of servicemember complaints in the CFPB's Consumer Complaint Database. The 14,123 debt collection complaints account for 32 percent of all servicemember complaints. Complaints about mortgages, credit reporting and bank accounts were the next leading complaint categories. The CFPB did not begin accepting complaints in each category at the same time, so some categories reflect a longer period of complaint collection than others. 
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Debt Collection
Among debt collection complaints, the largest sources of complaints concern collection of credit card and medical debt, which account for 20 percent and 14 percent of such complaints, respectively.
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Nearly half of servicemember debt collection complaints, 46 percent, are for attempts to collect debt the consumers do not believe they owe."
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Some servicemember complaints relate to attempts to contact commanding officers about the servicemember's debt, a practice illegal under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA). (Under the FDCPA, debt collectors may only call commanding officers to find their home address, place of work, and phone number; the FDCPA places additional limits on the amount and type of contact between debt collectors and consumers.) More than 600 servicemember complaints related to debt collectors' attempts to contact an employer after having been asked not to or attempts to talk to third parties about their debt -categories that might include attempts to contact commanding officers.
Many complaints in the Consumer Complaint Database are accompanied by narrative descriptions of the specific issues experienced by consumers in his or her own words. One such complaint asserted that after making a truck purchase, the auto loan company Coastal Credit, LLC., "sent a complete copy of my contract to my command master chief before I was ever even late on a payment."
72 Then, when the servicemember became late on a payment, the company "decided to send letters to my commanding officer informing him that my account was past due and giving him all the account details."
Many of the complaints for debt collection related to medical bills concern veterans whose health care is covered by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). In one such complaint from January 2016, submitted from an area near Mobile, Alabama, a veteran asserted that they were contacted by the collection agency Debt Recovery Solutions about a five year-old bill that had been paid by the VA.
73 After calling both the VA and the hospital to confirm that the bill was in fact paid, the veteran called the collection company, and asserted that "the agent was extremely rude and in fact hung up on me twice." Later, according to the complaint, "I pulled up my credit report I get once a month from my bank … and was shocked there were outstanding amounts in collections, all from previously paid medical expenses paid in full." The veteran asserted that as a result, his or her credit score was lowered.
The debt collection companies that have received the most servicemember complaints are Encore Capital Group, Portfolio Recovery Associates and ERC. The two companies with the most servicemember debt collection complaints, Encore Capital Group and Portfolio Recovery Associates, were both penalized by the CFPB for using deceptive tactics to collect bad debt. The CFPB found that the companies purchased debt that was "potentially inaccurate, lacking documentation, or unenforceable," and then "collected payments by pressuring consumers with false statements and churning out lawsuits using robo-signed court documents."
74 The CFPB ordered the companies to pay a combined $61 million in consumer refunds.
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Citibank, which ranks fourth in servicemember debt collection complaints, was also the subject of a CFPB action related to debt collection practices. 76 The CFPB found that Citibank sold credit card debt with inflated APR interest rates; debt buyers then attempted to collect the resulting inflated debt. Citibank also failed to promptly forward information on consumer payments to debt buyers. Citibank and two debt collection agencies it used were also found to have falsified court documents in New Jersey court cases. As a result, the CFPB ordered Citibank to pay approximately $16 million in consumer relief, to pay a $3 million penalty, and to forgo collecting an additional $34 million from nearly 7,000 consumers. 
Mortgages
Servicemembers deployed overseas can face difficult mortgage challenges, even in the absence of exploitative behavior by lenders. One servicemember told the CFPB that six months after purchasing their first home, "everything was going fine and I had no issues with monthly mortgages until I was notified I will be reassigned to overseas military base." 77 After six months of trying to sell the house, the servicemember still couldn't find a buyer. Once in their new deployment, the servicemember was assigned to on-base housing, resulting in the loss of their monthly housing allowance. The buyer asked their mortgage company, Bank of America, to refinance their home with a lower monthly payment, but their offer was rejected. Within 20 months, their home had been lost in foreclosure.
The challenges of military service can amplify the effect of mistreatment when it comes to mortgages, which are the second-leading source of servicemember and veteran complaints. Among mortgages, the most complained-about subproducts are conventional fixed mortgages and Veterans Affairs mortgages (VA loans), which account for 29 percent and 22 percent of mortgage-related complaints, respectively.
78 Among mortgage complaints, nearly half, 46 percent, are for issues involving "loan modification, collection, [and] foreclosure."
A CFPB analysis from November 2016 analyzed complaints related to refinancing of VA loans. VA loans are mortgages that are guaranteed by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, and come with some advantages over conventional mortgages, including no requirement of mortgage insurance. Nevertheless, refinancing a VA loan can pose risks, particularly for consumers who do not fully understand their options. The CFPB's report found that " [v] eterans report aggressive solicitations, misleading advertisements, and failed promises by lenders."
79 In one account obtained by the CFPB, a veteran stated: "I have been contacted multiple times by my mortgage company … in reference to refinancing. I have advised them multiple times that I have recently refinanced but the calls continue. I have also advised them that I no longer wish to be contacted about the issue but the calls still are occurring on a daily basis."
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Payday and Consumer Loans
Payday loans and consumer loans (which include vehicle loans, pawn loans and installment loans under the CFPB's categorization) are often risky, high-interest financial products, and shops that offer them are frequently found close to military bases and communities.
81 Combined, these categories account for 7.5 percent of servicemember complaints. (Consumer loans account for 6.2 percent of complaints, payday loans account for 1.3 percent of complaints.) Among consumer loans, vehicle loans are the leading subproduct complaint category, accounting for 48 percent of consumer loan complaints. Vehicle-related loans account for a majority of all consumer loan complaints, when including complaints concerning vehicles leases and title loans.
One vehicle loan complaint, submitted from the Washington, D.C., area in 2015, details how mistreatment by auto loan companies can be amplified by the challenges of overseas deployment. The consumer writes that while "living near a local village [without] regular access to mail, internet or phone, I received a letter from my auto loan holder Navy Federal Credit Union that I missed a payment." This was despite the servicemember having set the account up for automatic payments, likely to avoid such a situation. After calling and speaking to a manager, the servicemember was told the missed payment was due to a processing error. Yet then, "a month later I checked my credit report and it was reported to the credit agencies." The servicemember wrote that when he or she called NFCU to remove the incorrect credit item, their request was denied. To avoid further issues, the servicemember wrote that they paid off their loan in full to avoid future payment issues. "I paid off my loan in full that day because they couldn't process my payments correctly."
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Many Servicemember Complaints Are Submitted from Areas Near Major Military Sites
Most complaints in the Consumer Complaint Database contain zip codes or partial zip codes consisting of just the first three digits, which corresponds to a larger region. An analysis of 3-digit zip code areas with the most complaints finds that the areas with the most complaints tend to be located near major military sites. This fact is unsurprising, yet helps provide added context to some of the complaints that have been submitted. For example, 3-digit zip code 207, which contains the second most servicemember complaints, is nearby a large number of military sites, including Fort Meade, Andrews Air Force Base and the U.S. Naval Academy. 
Spotlight: Fort Bragg
The 3-digit zip code area surrounding Fort Bragg (283), America's largest military base by active-and reserve-duty population, had 299 servicemember complaints as of April 2017.
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Mortgages are the leading source of complaints in the Fort Bragg area. In one Fort Bragg-area mortgage complaint from August 2015, an active duty military member wrote about a string of issues involving a VA loan, while the servicemember was stationed away from his wife and child.
85 First, his previous mortgage company "sold our mortgage to Carrington Mortgage Services… without any prior notification that this was even being considered." Then, according to the complaint, the mortgage company refused to provide information on how to continue mortgage payments. After that, the company threatened the servicemember with foreclosure, forcing the customer "to request a mortgage modification loan to get our mortgage back on track and end the foreclosure action." Once the modifica- 
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Payday loan 2 tion process was started, the complaint asserts that the company repeatedly lost or misplaced important documents, creating additional hassle for the servicemember. A 2005 study of predatory lending and the military found that "payday lenders crowd around the gates of military bases like bears on a trout stream." 86 The Fort Bragg area appears to be no exception: In Fayetteville, North Carolina, within about six miles of Fort Bragg, are at least 26 payday loan, consumer loan, rent-toown and pawn shops. 
Virginia and Maryland Lead the Nation in Servicemember Complaints per Capita
The five states with the most servicemember complaints per capita are Virginia, Maryland, Nevada, Georgia and Delaware.
The District of Columbia has more complaints per capita than any state. The area surrounding the District of Columbia, with dozens of military sites and a large active-duty and veteran population, is the main source of servicemember complaints for Virginia and Maryland.
Most states that lead the nation in servicemember complaints per capita also contain large military sites. In Nevada, the state with the third-highest rate of servicemember complaints per capita, most of the complaints are from the Las Vegas area, home to Nellis Air Force Base, one of the nation's largest and busiest Air Force sites. 
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Complaint Narratives Detail Experiences with CFPBPenalized Companies
When financial companies are found mistreating consumers in violation of the law, the CFPB has the power to impose penalties, require redress for wronged consumers, and put a stop to illegal practices.
On the Enforcement Actions page of its website, the CFPB lists multiple actions it has taken that specifically benefited servicemembers, or penalized companies that were harming servicemembers. The CFPB's descriptions of wrongdoing, briefly excerpted below, provide some insight into the types of unfair servicemember treatment financial companies can inflict. Some complaints against these companies are accompanied by consumer complaint narratives -the story behind the complaint as told in the consumer's own words. Some of these narratives reveal stories behind the CFPB's enforcement actions.
Company
Allegation that Navy Federal Credit Union threatened to contact commanding officer: Navy FCU was penalized by the CFPB for "making false threats about debt collection to its members," including active duty servicemembers. One consumer, who filed their complaint from the Boston area, complained that Navy FCU threatened collection tactics that could damage their military career. "Prior to me closing my accounts out of pure frustration with them, I received several letters threatening to contact commanding officers. This threat alone would have put [me] in a situation where I wouldn't have been able to lead the men and women below me and likely end my career. I also was locked out of an auto loan, causing it to go over the 30-day late mark, even though I had called and paid it."
90 This complaint was filed in December 2016, after the CFPB had taken action against Navy FCU.
Allegation that NewDay Financial deceptively marketed home refinancing to veteran: NewDay Financial was penalized by the CFPB for deceiving "consumers about a veterans' organization's endorsement of NewDay products."
91 In one narrative submitted in July 2016, a California Bay Area consumer writes that a NewDay representative played up the company's commitment to helping veterans in order to convince the consumer to refinance.
92 The complaint asserts the consumer was called by a representative from NewDay, who "didn't tell me anything about refinancing my loan, he just told me my interest rate would lower. I wouldn't have wanted to refinance because I didn't want to have to pay for another 30 years since I thought I was almost done paying my mortgage... I trusted him because he told me that he stands for veterans and is there to help veterans."
Allegation that Security National Automotive Acceptance Company (SNAAC) repeatedly harassed servicemember, and threatened to contact commanding officer: The CFPB sued SNAAC for "a combination of illegal threats and deceptive claims to collect debts." In a complaint submitted in November 2015, from an area next to the Norfolk Naval Station in Virginia (the world's largest naval station), a consumer wrote that they were "behind on a car payment due to a divorce."
93 After attempting to contact SNAAC to resolve their issue, the company "began to call and threaten me over the phone to include contacting my commanding officers. I let them take back the car because I no longer wanted to deal with them." After an extended process, the consumer finally settled the debt, and had the debt removed from his or her credit report. Then, "years later," SNAAC once again "started calling and harassing me again" and placed the debt back on his or her credit report.
Allegation that USA Discounters charged questionable fees and used aggressive debt collection tactics: USA Discounters was, until it went bankrupt in 2015, a retail furniture business that frequently located its stores near military bases. In 2014, the CFPB shut down a scam in which "USA Discounters tricked thousands of servicemembers into paying fees for legal protections servicemembers already had and for certain services that the company failed to provide."
94 One consumer complaint, submitted from the area of Akron, Ohio, in August 2015, stated that USA Discounters "added on a warranty and something called debt cancellation program totaling over $1,500.
No one explained what the warranty was for or what the debt cancelation was or why I needed it."
95 Later, when the active duty servicemember struggled to make their payments, the consumer wrote "they have been calling me 2 to 3 times a day hounding me and harassing me for my late payments." In addition, "they threatened to contact my chain of command."
Nine of the companies that the CFPB has taken enforcement action against have been the subject of complaints by servicemembers and veterans recorded in the Consumer Complaint Database. Among companies penalized by the CFPB for servicemember-related wrongdoing, Wells Fargo, JPMorgan Chase, Navient Solutions and Navy Federal Credit Union have received the most servicemember complaints.
Servicemember Complaints Have Led to Thousands of Cases of Relief
For most complaints it receives, the CFPB's Consumer Response division sends the complaint to the company in question for review and response. For servicemembers struggling to get a direct response from their financial company about a problem, the CFPB's complaint system can be a valuable tool for solving their problem.
Through April 2017, 7,993 servicemembers have received relief through this process: either direct monetary relief, or non-monetary relief. Non-monetary relief can include measures like ending debt collection harassment, or providing mortgage options to let a servicemember avoid foreclosure.
Of complaints that led to monetary or non-monetary relief, 30 percent were related to debt collection. Of these, 2,277 were closed with non-monetary relief, and 195 were closed with monetary relief. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has proven itself to be an able protector of America's servicemembers and veterans in the financial marketplace. The CFPB has secured millions of dollars of restitution, and penalized companies that did harm or broke the law. The CFPB has provided educational tools to help servicemembers better protect themselves. And the CFPB has collected and made available thousands of servicemember complaints that shine a light on their experiences, enabling the public and policymakers to understand the challenges faced by men and women in uniform.
To continue to protect America's servicemembers and veterans from unfair treatment in the financial marketplace, state and federal policymakers should:
• Protect the CFPB from being weakened or eliminated, and ensure the CFPB has the resources, independence and tools it needs to effectively protect servicemembers and consumers from all kinds of predatory financial behavior.
• Strengthen consumer protections for active-duty servicemembers, veterans and their families. Important actions include:
∘ Strictly limiting debt collection agency contact with military commanders to verifications of address.
∘ Closing the "90-10 loophole" that allows for-profit colleges to count tuition assistance and G.I. Bill funds toward their 10 percent requirement for non-Title IV revenue, which can encourage for-profit colleges to recruit servicemembers and veterans using aggressive or deceptive tactics.
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∘ Expanding financial literacy training for servicemembers and veterans.
• Strengthen consumer protections for all consumers in the financial marketplace. Important actions include:
∘ Protecting consumers from unfair treatment by debt collectors, including attempts to collect debts without proper information and documentation about the debt, bringing robo-signed cases in court, and the use of threats, harassment and embarrassment.
∘ Protecting consumers from inaccurate or unfair credit reporting.
∘ Protecting consumers from exploitative loans, including by requiring that payday and auto title lenders determine whether customers can afford to repay loans with enough money left over to cover normal expenses.
∘ Cracking down on unfair bank fees, including by ending the practice of "reordering" transactions to maximize overdraft fees. 
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